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ALIGNING LTS WITH NDCs/1

2014 COP20
- IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5)
- Decision 1/CP.20 paragraph 9-16 – Lima Call for Climate Action on INDCs
- INDC pledges to be submitted in 2015 ahead of COP21 that adopted PA

2015 COP21
- Adoption of Paris Agreement (Art. 2.1 – LTS; Art. 4.2 – NDCs, 4.3- NDCs ambition, Art., 4.4 – Economy-wide; Art. 7.1 – GGA linked to SD and temperature goal).
- 4.19 - LTS as read with decision 1/CP.21 Paragraph 23 and 35 – Updating of NDCs in 2020

2016 COP22
- Early entry into force of PA
- Focus on Paris Agreement Work Programme (PAWP)

2017 COP23
- Focus on Paris Agreement Work Programme (PAWP)
ALIGNMENT LTS WITH NDCs/2

2018 COP24
- Stock take of pre-2020 implementation and ambitions to inform LTS and updating of NDCs by 2020
- IPCC SR on 1.5°C (science to inform LTS/NDCs)

2019 COP25
- Decision 1/CMA2 - Chile-Madrid Time for action reiterates submission of LTS and updating of NDCs by 2020
- IPCC SRs on Land and Oceans (science to inform LTS/NDCs)

2020 COP26
- Submit LTS (sets out a visionary agenda and to guide a low emission, climate resilient development pathway with concrete actions)
- Updating of NDCs (instrument to implement LTS with clear milestones).